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Increase the photorealism of your 3d visualizations with enhanced toolsets of V-Ray 5 for 3ds Max 2020. The book is
filled with colorful illustrations depicting step-by-step tutorials about the process of creating a photorealistic day-and-night
exterior scene. Each tutorial includes a 3d project scene to guide users through the production and the post-production
processes. The book begins with an overview of the best techniques to approach clients via emails, calls, meetings, and
via social media. There are also key insights into the best practices of handling projects, pricing, contracts, invoices, the
pre-production, production, and the post-production, to name but a few. Throughout the book, users are taken through
VRayMtl functions such as Diffuse, Roughness, Reflect, Glossiness, Metalness, Refract, Index of Refraction (IOR), Abbe
number, Fog color, Translucency, BRDF, Coat, Sheen, and Bump. Also, users will learn how to use procedural maps
such as VRayBitmap, VRayTriplanarTex, Bricks, Metals, Carpaint, VRayDisplacementMod, VRayUVWRandomizer,
VRayMultiSubTex, VRayPointCloudColor, VRayDirt, VRayAerialPersepective, VRayLightMtl, VRayMtlWrapper,
VRayOverrideMtl, VRay2SidedMtl, VRayBlendMtl, and VRayEdgesTex. In addition, there are tips and tricks
accompanied with videos highlighting how to create VR interactive apps using Verge 3d; how to create verified views;
and how to use plug-ins and scripts such as Project Manager, Auto grid pivot point, GarageFarm, Zmapping, gobotree,
and VIShopper. Finally, users will have a rare insight into all functionalities of a VRay camera, VRayLight objects, Render
settings, Frame buffer, Global switches, IPR options, Bucket and Progressive image samplers, Image filters, Global
DMC, Color mapping, Brute force global illumination, Light cache, Color management, Distributed rendering, Render
elements, VRay image file format, VFB History settings, VFB Lens Effects, LightMix, Film tonemap, Hue/Saturation,
Lookup Table, and much more. Key Features This book deals with real projects/3d scenes and delivers up-to-date V-Ray
5 functionalities and production workflows using 3ds Max 2020 This book has professional supporting files ready to open
and explore This book details the meticulous step-by-step processes of creating jaw-dropping 3d renderings This book
includes unrivaled in-depth coverage of V-Ray 5 for 3ds Max 2020 This book includes 3d rendering methodologies
currently used by key industry players Author Jamie Cardoso is a renowned author, reviewer, computer artist, and
technologist, with years of experience in creating state-of-the-art 3d photomontages, verified views, VR, AR, XR, MR,
Stereos, and photorealistic interior and exterior visualizations for architects and designers.
Explores the new features of 3ds max and covers topics such as production techniques for efficient modeling, radiosity
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lighting and rendering, rigid body dynamics simulation techniques, and freeform modeling.
Write your own MAXScript functions and utilities to automate repetitive tasks and create custom tools and UI elements.
Beginning with an introduction to essential programming concepts, you learn the MAXScript basics that include cloning
objects, MAX commands, toolbar access, picking scene nodes, picking points, and using the mousetrack command and
painter interface. Real-world tutorial examples are provided throughout the book to demonstrate how to use the
MAXScript techniques in your own production environment.
Bring new realism to your visualizations with a command of the 3ds Max toolset. Three step-by-step tutorials
demonstrate exterior and interior, day and night lighting scenes. You learn the nuts and bolts of importing models from
CAD programs, lighting, applying mr shaders and materials, and optimizing your renders. Mental ray is made simple with
an accessible description of its tools.
Welcome to the Autodesk Media and Entertainment Official Training Courseware for 3ds Max 8 software! Consider this
book an all-access pass to the production and training experience of Autodesk developers and training experts. Written
for self-paced learning or instructor-led classroom training, the manual will teach you the fundamentals of using 3ds Max
8. The book is organized into sections dedicated to animation, modelling, materials, lighting and rendering. Each section
covers basic theory, and then includes exercises for hands-on demonstration of the concept. By the end of the book, you
will have mastered the basics and moved onto full-length projects. Flexibility is built in, so that you can complete the
tutorials in the way that works best for you. Complete the book and you will be a seasoned 3ds Max pro, ready to work
confidently in a production environment.
The bestselling 3ds Max book ever, now updated for the latest version 3ds Max is the world's most popular animation
modeling and rendering software used to create 80 percent of commercially available video games, including those for
Microsoft's Xbox 360, Sony's Playstation 3, and Nintendo's Wii. It is an expensive, intricate program that can take years
to thoroughly master. As the ultimate comprehensive reference and tutorial on 3ds Max, this guide contains in-depth
coverage of every aspect of 3ds Max and explores the newest features that the latest version has to offer. You'll learn to
master the complexities of 3ds Max under the guidance of 3D expert Kelly Murdock. Includes in-depth detail on all the
latest features for veterans of earlier versions of 3ds Max from 3D expert Kelly Murdock Shares expert advice, timesaving
techniques, and more than 150 step-by-step tutorials Features a 16-page, full-color insert with inspiring examples of
cutting-edge 3ds Max art Bonus DVD contains all the examples from the book, unique models and textures that you can
customize on your own, and a searchable, full-color version of the book A Quick Start chapter shows you how to create
an exciting animation on your very first day with the software so you can dive in and get started immediately. Note: CDPage 2/12
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ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Polymodeling is a modeling technique used in 3d modeling. Unlike box modeling, or other forms of modeling where you
start out with a basic form or primitive object that determines the mass of an object, artists can use the polygon (the basic
building block of all of the primitives available in 3ds Max). This approach allows for more control over the flow,
placement and detail of the meshes that are built. Placement of vertices/points, edges and all other sub-elements that
build our models is determined by the user, rather than pre-determined by a computer generated primitive. This book is a
collection of tips, tricks and techniques on how to create professional models for advertising on T.V and the web. The
author has tons of industry experience using Max toward this end, and he shares the secrets of his trade. As Production
Modeler for some of today's hottest studios (including GuerillaFx, Coke Zero, MTV, Old Navy, Nike, Target, HP) Todd
Daniele brings real-world experience to the book. Daniele teaches the technical aspects of polymodeling, while showing
how to ultimately create content in a dynamic, efficient manner. Associated web site offers instructional files that show
the models in progressive stages of development; plus a supporting internet forum: readers can log-on to this forum to
ask questions or comment on anything covered in the book.
Let Your Creativity travel without moving your feet... DESCRIPTION Book is short, lively and based on practical platforms.
Everything has been given step by step by using real-world and imagined examples. It takes the reader through the content design
process explaining everything along the way. Welcome to the world of Autodesk 3ds Max, a 3D modeling, animation, and
rendering software package developed by Autodesk Inc. It is widely used by architects, game developers, design visualization
specialists, and visual effects artists. A wide range of modeling and texturing tools make it an ideal platform for 3D modelers and
animators. The intuitive user interface and workflow tools of Autodesk 3ds Max have made the job of design visualization
specialists easier. Autodesk 3ds Max 2019 Training guide is a tutorial-based textbook that introduces the readers to the basic
features of 3ds Max 2019 created on real world model through tutorials. The textbook caters to the needs of both the novice and
the advanced users of the software. This textbook will help you unleash your creativity and help you create simple and complete
3D models and animations. The textbook will help the learners transform their imagination into reality with ease. KEY FEATURES
Step by step explanation. Tutorial book using real world example. Easy to Learn and simple to understand. WHAT WILL YOU
LEARN 3Ds max, its graphical user interface. Standard, extended primitives. Spline, Nurb curves, object space modifiers. Basic
and Advance modelling tools. WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR 3D designer, 3D modular and Interior designer Table of Contents 1.
Introduction & Overview 2. Create-Geometry 3. Create-Shape and Basic Tool 4. Modify-Object Space Modifiers 5. Basic Tools 6.
Advance Modeling Tools
Autodesk 3ds Max is the application of choice for professional animators working in game design and film effects because of its
amazing set of character animation tools. But while the results these professionals achieve can be stunningly complex, animating
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characters with 3ds Max doesn't have to be hard. Its powerful Biped module, with pre-linked and realistically constrained skeletons
and its suite of motion tools, dramatically speeds up the animation process. The easy-to-follow instructions in this book will have
you animating your own characters in just a few hours.
A guide to the latest version of 3ds max explains how to use the software to create a variety of animation, film effects, and games.
Get professional training in 3ds Max from this Autodesk Official Training Guide Extremely popular with video game designers as
well as architects, 3ds Max offers integrated 3D modeling, animation, rendering, and compositing tools designed to streamline
production. If you already have a working knowledge of 3ds Max basics, this official guide will take your skills to the next level.
Detailed tutorials cover all the latest features of 3ds Max. From modeling, texturing, animation, and architectural visualization to
high-level techniques for film, television, games, and more, this book provides professional-level instruction on 3ds Max. Those
who are proficient in 3ds Max basics can take their 3D animation skills to the next level with this Autodesk Official Training Guide
Offers industry-level training, with diverse tutorials that showcase techniques used in actual animations for games, film, TV, and
architectural visualization Covers modeling, texturing, animation, visual effects, and high-level techniques as well as all the latest
features of 3ds Max Also recommended as a preparation guide to Autodesk's 3ds Max Associate and Professional exams
Mastering Autodesk 3ds Max will help intermediate to advanced 3ds Max users develop and sharpen their skills in this popular
animation and effects software.
The only comprehensive reference-tutorial on 3ds Max available, this book is everyone's favorite. Whether you're a beginner
looking for 3D basics or a full-fledged animator seeking new ways to dazzle viewers with your creations, it's all here. You'll find
pages of professional tips, loads of advice, and more than 150 step-by-step tutorials guaranteed to build your skills and spark your
creativity. A 16-page color insert highlights cutting-edge work from 3D artists. A valuable companion DVD provides all the
examples and content from the book, including unique models and textures you can customize on your own, and a searchable, fullcolor version of the book. 3ds Max 2009 Bible covers both 3ds Max 2009 and 3ds Max 2009 Design and covers: Navigating the
viewports with the ViewCube, SteeringWheels, and other ways. Creating realistic materials with new ProMaterials. Using Spline
Mapping to improve texture mapping over irregular shaped objects. Blending multiple texture maps together with the new
Composite Map. Creating architectural walkthroughs with the Walkthrough Assistant. Don't miss out on the newest version of this
bestselling resource!
If 3ds Max 8 can do it, you can do it too... Spark your creativity with the world's most popular animation software and the detailed
instruction in this power-packed book from an industry expert. If you're new to 3ds Max, jump right in with a Quick Start program
that will have you modeling and rendering a complete image your first day. Experienced users, discover exciting new Max 8
features such as a new module for hair and fur, a new cloth system, and much more. This comprehensive book covers every
feature, and it's loaded with professional techniques and full color examples to inspire you. Inside, you'll find complete coverage of
3ds Max 8 Model a detailed creature right away with the Quick Start tutorial Add realistic and dynamic hair, fur, and cloth to your
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models Create complex characters with Max's new biped features Use the expanded Edit Poly options to work more efficiently with
Edge Ring and Edge Loop selections Explore Max's new Asset Tracking system including the Autodesk(r) Vault client Make
texture creation a snap with the new Pelt mapping method and the Render UVW Template feature Save, load, and retarget
animation files using the supported XML Animation File (XAF) format Easily render a series of stills from several angles with the
new Batch Render tool Bonus DVD Included! Features a wide selection of 3D models and textures just right for your own projects,
plus the Max files and examples to more than 150 tutorials. The DVD also includes a full-color electronic version of the book!
Welcome to the world of Autodesk 3ds Max, a 3D modeling, animation, and rendering software package developed by Autodesk
Inc. It is widely used by architects, game developers, design visualization specialists, and visual effects artists. A wide range of
modeling and texturing tools make it an ideal platform for 3D modelers and animators. The intuitive user interface and workflow
tools of Autodesk 3ds Max have made the job of design visualization specialists easier. Autodesk 3ds Max 2018 for Beginners: A
Tutorial Approach is a tutorial-based book that introduces the readers to the basic features of 3ds Max 2018 created on real world
model through tutorials. The book caters to the needs of both the novice and the advanced users of the software. This book will
help you unleash your creativity and help you create simple and complete 3D models and animations. The book will help the
learners transform their imagination into reality with ease. Salient Features Consists of 17 chapters and 5 real world based
projects that are organized in a pedagogical sequence covering various aspects of modeling, texturing, lighting, and animation.
The author has followed the tutorial approach to explain various concepts of modeling, texturing, lighting, and animation. The first
page of every chapter summarizes the topics that are covered in it. Step-by-step instructions that guide the users through the
learning process. Additional information is provided throughout the book in the form of notes and tips. Self-Evaluation test, Review
Questions are given at the end of each chapter so that the users can assess their knowledge. Student project has been given at
the end of this book to test and enhance the skills of students. Table of Contents Chapter 1: Introduction to Autodesk 3ds Max
2018 Chapter 2: Primitive Objects - I Chapter 3: Primitive Objects - II Chapter 4: Working with Splines - I Chapter 5: Working with
Splines - II Chapter 6: Lofting, Twisting, and Deforming Objects Chapter 7: Material Editor: Creating Materials Chapter 8: Material
Editor: Texture Maps-I Chapter 9: Material Editor: Texture Maps-II Chapter 10: Material Editor: Controlling Texture Maps Chapter
11: Material Editor: Miscellaneous Materials Chapter 12: Interior Lighting-I Chapter 13: Interior Lighting-II Chapter 14: Animation
Basics Chapter 15: Complex Animation Chapter 16: Rendering Chapter 17: Creating Walkthrough Project 1: Creating a Windmill
Project 2: Creating a Diner Project 3: Architectural Project Project 4: Corporate Design Project Project 5: Creating a Computer
Center Index

Full Color! In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, Sams Teach Yourself 3ds Max in 24 Hours will help you master
Autodesk 3ds Max 2014 and use it to create outstanding 3D content for games, video, film, and motion graphics. Using
this book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll master powerful 3ds Max tools for modeling, animation,
rendering, compositing, and more. Every lesson builds on what you’ve already learned, giving you a rock-solid
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foundation for real-world success! Step-by-step instructions carefully walk you through the most common 3ds Max tasks.
“Try It Yourself” guided mini tutorials offer quick hands-on experience with 3ds Max’s key tools. Quizzes and exercises
test your knowledge. Notes, tips, and caution s offer extra information and alert you to possible problems. Learn how to...
Quickly get comfortable with the 3ds Max 2014 interface Create, move, and modify 3D objects Edit and tweak the
elements of any object Start modeling hard-surface and organic objects Work with materials and textures Explore and
create animation Illuminate scenes with lighting Use cameras to control a scene’s point of view Render 3D creations for
production Rig and skin objects, making them easier to animate Learn the 12 essential principles of character animation
Create devastating dynamic simulations Add visual effects, cloth, hair, and fur Automate repetitive tasks with MAXScript
Create a professional-quality showcase The accompanying DVD/website contain how-to videos for dozens of key 3ds
Max 2014 tasks, extensive sample art and models, and additional bonus content.
* Navigating within the interface * Creating and editing 2D and 3D objects * Controlling animation with function curves *
Integrating walls, doors and windows * Simulating water surfaces and fluttering flags * Adjusting color and brightness of
lighting * Rendering scenes with Quick Render Valuable tools on CD-ROM! * 3ds Max 8 evaluation version * Project files
from the book System Requirements: Please see the "About the CD-ROM" Appendix for details and complete system
requirements. * "Master It" sidebars answer questions and present shortcuts * High-resolution screen shots demonstrate
each task * Succinct explanations walk you through step by step * Two-page lessons break big topics into bite-sized
modules
A complete reference covering the newest version of 3ds Max software Autodesk 3ds Max is the popular 3D modeling,
animation, rendering, and compositing software preferred by game developers and graphic designers in film and
television. This comprehensive reference not only introduces beginners to this pricey and complex software, but also
serves as a reference for experienced users. Packed with expert advice from popular author Kelly Murdock, it begins with
a Quick Start tutorial to get you up and running, then continues with more than 150 step-by-step tutorials, advanced
coverage, and plenty of tips and timesavers. 3ds Max is professional modeling and animation software used in the film,
television, and game development industries; this complete guide gets beginners started and teaches experienced users
how to take advantage of the program's newest capabilities Covers all the basics as well as advanced topics including
crowd simulation, particle systems, rigid body dynamics, state sets, compositing, radiosity, network rendering, and
MAXScript Features more than 150 step-by-step tutorials and complete references detailing all primitives, modifiers,
materials, maps, and controllers Companion website includes examples from the book, unique models and textures that
you can customize, before-and-after examples from the tutorials, and bonus Quick Starts from previous editions
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Autodesk 3ds Max 2014 Bible is the one book you need to succeed with this all-new version of 3ds Max.
Welcome to the world of Autodesk 3ds Max, a 3D modeling, animation, and rendering software package developed by
Autodesk Inc. It is widely used by architects, game developers, design visualization specialists, and visual effects artists.
A wide range of modeling and texturing tools make it an ideal platform for 3D modelers and animators. The intuitive user
interface and workflow tools of Autodesk 3ds Max have made the job of design visualization specialists easier. Autodesk
3ds Max 2019 for Beginners: A Tutorial Approach is a tutorial-based book that introduces the readers to the basic
features of 3ds Max 2019 created on real world model through tutorials. The book caters to the needs of both the novice
and the advanced users of the software. This book will help you unleash your creativity and help you create simple and
complete 3D models and animations. Salient Features: Consists of 17 chapters and 5 real world based projects that are
organized in a pedagogical sequence covering various aspects of modeling, texturing, lighting, rendering, and animation.
The author has followed the tutorial approach to explain various concepts of modeling, texturing, lighting, rendering, and
animation. Self-Evaluation test and Review Questions are given at the end of each chapter so that the users can assess
their knowledge. Student project has been given at the end of this book to test and enhance the skills of students. Table
of Contents Chapter 1: Introduction to Autodesk 3ds Max 2019 Chapter 2: Primitive Objects - I Chapter 3: Primitive
Objects - II Chapter 4: Working with Splines - I Chapter 5: Working with Splines - II Chapter 6: Lofting, Twisting, and
Deforming Objects Chapter 7: Material Editor: Creating Materials Chapter 8: Material Editor - Texture Maps - I Chapter 9:
Material Editor - Texture Maps - II Chapter 10: Material Editor: Controlling Texture Maps Chapter 11: Material Editor:
Miscellaneous Materials Chapter 12: Interior Lighting - I Chapter 13: Interior Lighting - II Chapter 14: Animation Basics
Chapter 15: Complex Animation Chapter 16: Rendering Chapter 17: Creating Walkthrough Project 1: Creating a Windmill
Project 2: Creating a Diner Project 3: Architectural Project Project 4: Corporate Design Project Project 5: Creating a
Computer Center Index
Video game and feature-film artists have used 3ds Max to create Halo 2, King Kong, Myst V, and more. Now you can
harness this popular animation software with the clear, step-by-step instructions in this easy-to-follow guide. This book
breaks down the complexities of 3D modeling, texturing, animating, and visual effects. Clear-cut explanations, tutorials,
and hands-on projects help build your skills and a special color insert includes real-world examples from talented 3ds
Max beginners. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Write your own MAXScript functions and utilities to create custom tools and UI elements, and automate repetitive tasks.
Demonstrated techniques include the creation of objects, arrays, collections, control structures, parametric objects, and
the construction of UI elements. The companion CD-ROM contains media files that allow you to practice the techniques
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with real-world examples demonstrating how you can use then in a production environment.
Autodesk 3ds Max 2020 for Beginners: A Tutorial Approach is a tutorial-based book that introduces the readers to the
features of 3ds Max 2020 such as modeling, texturing, lighting, animation, and rendering in an effective and simple
manner. In this edition, the readers will also learn about arnold materials, lights, and rendering. Also, some new and
enhanced features of 3ds Max 2020 such as Chamfer Modifier and OSL map are covered in this edition. Salient Features
Consists of 17 chapters and 5 real world projects that are organized in a pedagogical sequence covering various aspects
of modeling, texturing, lighting, rendering, and animation. The author has followed the tutorial approach to explain various
concepts of modeling, texturing, lighting, rendering, and animation. Self-Evaluation test, Review Questions, and
exercises are given at the end of each chapter so that the users can assess their knowledge. Student project has been
given at the end of this book to test and enhance the skills of students. Table of Contents Chapter 1: Introduction to
Autodesk 3ds Max 2020 Chapter 2: Primitive Objects – I (Enhanced) Chapter 3: Primitive Objects – II(Enhanced) Chapter
4: Working with Splines – I (Enhanced) Chapter 5: Working with Splines - II Chapter 6: Lofting, Twisting, and Deforming
Objects Chapter 7: Material Editor: Creating Materials Chapter 8: Material Editor - Texture Maps - I Chapter 9: Material
Editor - Texture Maps - II Chapter 10: Material Editor: Controlling Texture Maps Chapter 11: Material Editor:
Miscellaneous Materials (Enhanced) Chapter 12: Interior Lighting - I Chapter 13: Interior Lighting - II Chapter 14:
Animation Basics (Enhanced) Chapter 15: Complex Animation (Enhanced) Chapter 16: Arnold Materials, Lights, and
Rendering (New) Chapter 17: Creating Walkthrough Project 1: Creating a Windmill Project 2: Creating a Diner Project 3:
Architectural Project Project 4: Corporate Design Project Project 5: Creating a Computer Center Index Free Teaching
and Learning Resources: CADCIM Technologies provides the following free teaching and learning resources with this
book: Technical support by contacting 'techsupport@cadcim.com' Max files used in tutorials Instructor Guide with
solution to all review questions and instructions to create the models for exercises (For faculty only). Additional learning
resources at '3dsmaxexperts.blogspot.com' and 'youtube.com/cadcimtech' We also provide video courses on Autodesk
3ds Max. To enroll, please visit the CADCIM website using the following link: https://www.cadcim.com/video-courses
Harness the power of 3ds max 5! Harnessing 3ds max 5 is the perfect tool for learning the world’s most popular 3D graphics
program. The authors lead you through the complex world of 3ds max step by step, so you’ll build experience and confidence as
you progress through the book. Clear and concise explanations, ample illustrations, and easy-to-follow tutorials make Harnessing
3ds max 5 the ideal choice for users of computer graphics, both inside and outside the classroom.This book gives a practical
introduction to 3ds max, and provides many real-world examples of its most powerful features. When you finish this book, you will
be able to:• understand concepts of computer graphics and 3D space• navigate effortlessly through the 3ds max interface• use
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powerful modeling techniques• design natural-looking materials• use lighting to affect the look of your scene• control virtual
cameras• animate with forward and inverse kinematics• create special effects with particles, atmospheres, and Render Effects3ds
max 5 has many new features to create high-end 3D graphics and animation. This book covers many of these new tools,
including:• incredible modeling tools within the Editable Poly object• Set Key interface for greater animation control• better
animation editing with the Dope Sheet and Curve Editor• improved character setup with Skin and Bones• photo-realistic Advanced
Lighting• Ink ‘n Paint material for quality renderings of cartoons and line drawings
Lighting is the one thing that makes or breaks any CG environment. This inspirational book and DVD give you everything you need
to create convincing CG lightin; from the concepts and theoretical aspects to the techniques and tricks that are essential in a
production environment. The stunning color illustrations throughout the book illustrate just what can be done, while the tutorials
show you exactly how to do it. Every ounce of theory is backed up with practical tutorials, using the free trial versions of 3ds Max
and Combustion supplied on the companion DVD. The tutorials take you from the fundamentals of lighting, right through to
advanced techniques with many new sections, including ones that cover radiosity techniques, rendering with mental ray, and
compositing. Certified by Autodesk, Darren Brooker's new edition teaches the real methods behind real-world work. If you want a
one-stop master class in CG lighting, or if you just want to brush up on your existing skills - then this book contains everything you
need.
* This is the only book on the market covering 3Ds max for Architectural visualizations, one of the most common uses of 3Ds Max.
* Includes quickstart tutorial sections to get the reader up and running as quickly as possible. * It will be one of the first books to
come out about the new version of the product.
Get the most realistic effects from 3ds Max without having to spend more on plug-ins! Boost your effects skill-set with this 3ds Max
workshop. Tutorial lessons give you hands-on experience in creating realistic fire, earth, air and water effects. Updated to
demonstrate production techniques suitable for any version of 3ds Max, this new edition is co-published by Autodesk Media and
Entertainment, and includes new tutorials on entering the Earth's atmosphere, glaciers, lava eruptions and a Badlands landscape.
Inspirational color images cover every page of the book as the author shares his professional techniques and workflow processes.
The companion DVD contains all of the required tutorial media as well as over 6 hours of video tutorials. User level: Intermediate
and advanced
The most comprehensive e-book reference on Autodesk 3ds Max2013! Autodesk 3ds Max is used to create 80 percent of
commerciallyavailable games and is also a key tool for visual effects artistsand graphic designers in film and television. This
conveniente-book covers the 2013 version in expanded detail, including 12chapter-length quick-start projects and 39 additional
chapters notfound in the print version. Along with complete referencesdetailing all Primitives, Modifiers, Materials, Maps,
andControllers, it covers advanced topics such as Patches, NURBS,Radiosity, Network Rendering, and MAXScript. It's the
perfectresource for both novices and pros. 3ds Max is the tool of choice for game developers as well asvisual effects artists and
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graphic designers in the film and TVindustries This comprehensive e-book includes complete coverage of 3ds Max2013, and is
well suited for beginners and experts alike, as wellas for educational markets teaching beginning to advanced coursesusing 3ds
Max. Features a complete reference for all Primitives, Modifiers,Materials, Maps, and Controllers Covers Patches, NURBS,
Radiosity, Network Rendering, MAXScript,and other advanced topics Includes 12 chapter-length quick-start projects as well as
39chapters not found in the print version, all packed with timesavingtips and expert advice Third-party models and bonus tutorials
are available on CD andcan be obtained by readers by emailing a request to3dsmax13cd@wiley.com Autodesk 3ds Max 2013
Bible, Expanded Edition by veterancomputer graphics author Kelly Murdock is the comprehensive e-bookguide for every 3ds Max
user.
Create Stunning Renders using V-Ray in 3ds Max: Guiding the Next Generation of 3D Renderers is a step-by-step guide on how
to create realistic renderings using V-Ray in 3ds Max. The potentials of V-Ray are detailed using a bedroom scene as an example.
The book introduces the 3ds Max interface and the basic commands, allowing readers to familiarize themselves with the work
environment from the very beginning. This book is intended for architects, interior designers, and anyone else wanting to create
photorealistic renderings using V-Ray in 3ds Max. The reader does not need experience to follow this book, but any prior
knowledge of working in 3ds Max will help the reader jump right in. Margarita Nikita is the co-founder of High Q Renders LLC, an
award-winning creative company based in San Francisco, CA, with offices in Greece. Nikita has published several design books
on 2D and 3D graphic design, some of which are used in university courses, actively contributing to the formation of the new
generation of 3D modelers in her native country, Greece. She shares her knowledge, advice, and tips and tricks on her YouTube
channel, Margarita Nikita. More of her work is available at her Instagram account, @margarita.nikita.
The only comprehensive tutorial/reference exclusively devoted to Autodesk's robust architectural visualization software 3ds Max
Design is a powerful real-time 3D design, modeling, and animation tool for architectural visualizations. This book covers all the
software's crucial features, including how to simulate and analyze sun, sky, and artificial light-crucial factors for sustainable designand how to define and assign realistic materials and work with AutoCAD and Revit files. You'll quickly learn how to get the most
from this powerful software's 3D modeling, animation, and rendering capabilities. McFarland is an Autodesk Authorized Author
with professional experience in creating complex visualizations for a large property development company. His real-world focus
means workflows and instructions are professional and proven, and projects will include those that pros work on every day. Uses
actual examples from the author's experience, including retail spaces, small offices, residential developments, and more Concise
explanations, focused examples, step-by-step instructions, and hands-on tutorials teach the basics and fine points of the software
Covers all the essential features, such as how to simulate and analyze sun, sky, and artificial light Demonstrates efficient use of
the interface; how to work with Revit and AutoCAD files; using data, scene management, and solid modeling tools; rendering realworld surfaces; and setting up animated walkthroughs Mastering 3ds Max Design 2010 provides a practical education in using this
powerful architectural visualization tool.
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Part of the Revealed series, this book covers the latest release of Autodesk's 3ds max, one of the most popular animation software packages
on the market.
Write your own MAXScript functions and utilities to create custom tools and UI elements, and automate repetitive tasks. Demonstrated
techniques include the creation of objects, arrays, collections, control structures, parametric objects, and the construction of UI elements. The
companion CD-ROM contains media files that allow you to practice the techniques with real-world examples demonstrating how you can use
then in a production environment. â€¢The definitive introduction to MAXScript â€¢Includes media files that allow you to practice with realworld examples
Kelly L. Murdock's Autodesk 3ds Max 2021 Complete Reference Guide is a popular book among users new to 3ds Max and is used
extensively in schools around the globe. The success of this book is found in its simple easy-to-understand explanations coupled with its
even easier to follow tutorials. The tutorials are laser focused on a specific topic without any extra material, making it simple to grasp difficult
concepts. The book also covers all aspects of the software, making it a valuable reference for users of all levels. The Complete Reference
Guide is the ultimate book on 3ds Max, and like Autodesk’s 3D animation software, it just gets better and better with each release. Whether
you're new to 3ds Max or an experienced user, you'll find everything you need in this complete resource. The book kicks off with a getting
started section, so beginners can jump in and begin working with 3ds Max right away. Experienced 3ds Max users will appreciate advanced
coverage of features like crowd simulation, particle systems, radiosity, MAXScript and more. Over 150 tutorials – complete with before and
after files – help users at all levels build real world skills.
3ds Max Modeling: Bots, Mechs, and Droids offers an unparalleled, project-based learning strategy for anyone who is interested in modeling
with 3ds Max. From the very first pages, readers will discover how to use the Max toolset to create sophisticated models, including a spider
bot, hunter-killer, battle mech, and android. Learn how to use the 3ds Max toolset without relying on third-party models. Watch the
progression of the models through hundreds of screen captures, also available in full color on the companion DVD. Take advantage of the
book’s learn-as-you-go approach to creating a variety of intricate robotic models with 3ds Max. Companion DVD includes full color,
expanded chapter demonstrating how to model an android, ten hours of video tutorials including a 17-part tutorial from 3-d Palace on
modeling a sentinel bot from the movie The Matrix, and full-color versions of the images in the book.
3ds max is used to create high-quality film effects in major Hollywood features such as The Matrix Reloaded, X-Men, and The Ring. It is
equally popular among game developers, who use it to create stunning visuals in the top games. This book and DVD package, part of
Autodesk Media and Entertainment's Official Training Courseware, focuses on the new features in 3ds max and how they fit into the overall
workflow. These are major topics of interest for intermediate to advanced users upgrading to version X of the software. This package quickly
gets them up to speed and back to work. The book and training DVD are seamlessly integrated. On the DVD, an instructor leads the
animated tutorials and visually demonstrates each technique in real time. The book clearly demonstrates each step and is a handy reference.
* Autodesk Official Training Courseware--co-published with Autodesk (formerly Discreet) * Includes robust training DVD with animated
instructor-led tutorials--a great value * Covers key new features, including enhanced character animation, asset management, and
development tools for large teams * Get up and running quickly with this book/ DVD combo!
The book offers a thorough introduction to 3D design, including an overview of the interface and components of Autodesk's widely used 3ds
max software, and the tools and commands that will lead users quickly to proficiency using the latest release.
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